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FIRST PHARAOH OF EGYPT



Five thousand years ago, a king of Upper
Egypt unified two separate lands into
what became the world's f irst great
territorial state-Egypt. That king,
known today as Narmeri is celebrated as
its first pharaoh.
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ive thousand years ago, there was no single na-
tion of Egypt-at least not as it exists today. There
were, and had been for thousands of years, two
lands: Upper Egypt in the south and Lower Egypt

in the north. There are millennia-old inscriptions on ce-
ramics and depictions of leaders from each kingdom that
show two distinct entities with different sets of traditions.

Prior to unification, depictions of kings
showed different regalia. Rulers of Upper Egypt
wore atall white crown calledahedjet,while in
Lower Egypt kings donned a short red crown
called a deshret. Around3roo n.c., akingof Up-
per Egypt, known as Narmer, changed all that.
By incorporating the lands west of the fertile,
triangular Nile Delta regioninto his own king-
dom-which spannedthe lush Niie Valleyarea
in the south (roughly from what is Cairo today
to Lake Nasser)-he created a united Egypt, thl
world's first great territorial state.

When the two lands united, it marked not
only the beginnings of a political state, but also
the origins of a great cultural one. Beginningwith
Narmer, Egypt began developing its own distinc -
tive visual style, one that would echo through the
ages as the iconography and symbols embraced
by Narmer and his successors took hold. These
symbols became tools used by pharaohs -fromKhufu to Hatshepsut to ptolemyXll-to convey
power, strength, and unity for millennia.

KingsandCrowns
Works of art are remark-
able in their ability to pre-
serve moments in time, as

the events ofthe dayinake
an impact on the people
who endured them. Rec-
ords from Narmer's time
are rare, but one objectthat
survived through the ages

THE DOUBI.E CROWiI OF EGYPT

PERCHES ON HORUS'S HEAD. ETECTRUM

OVER PLASTER, CA 1850-1700 B.C,, LAIE
MIDDLE KINGDOM. [4ETROPOLITAN

MUSEUM OF ARI NEW YORK

METROMTITAN MUSTUM OI ART/ROGTRs FUID

provides a window into the changes that took
place duringNarmer,s reign.It is a stone palette,
similar to ones commissionedbyvarious kings
ofUpper Egypt at the end ofthe predynastic pe_
riod. Made from gray siltstone and sculpted with
images of gods, beasts, and kings, these tablets
were used to grind and mix cosmetic pigments.
Some,were designed for practicai usg while oth_
ers were ceremonial, and others were deposited
in temples as votive offerings.

Narmer commissioned such a votive siltstone
palette. British archaeologists James euibell
and Frederick Green discovered it in the ruins
of a temple in Hierakonpolis (Nekhen), south
of Luxor, in r8gZ-g8. Now popularly known as
the Narmer Palette, the shieid-shaped object
dates to circa 3zoo-3ooo B.c., and it appears
the ruler consecrated the palette to the temple
of the falcon-headed godHorus, symbol of cos-
mic andpoliticalpower. Unlike the mask of Tu_
tankhamun, which has traveled the world, the
Narmer Palette has never left Egypt. Today the
z5-inch-tall artifact (which features some of
the world's earliest hieroglyphics) can be seen
in the Egyptian Museum in Cairo.

The Narmer Palette was made from a single
piece of siltstone and caryed onboth sides. Both
the front andbackfeature depictions ofthe king.
It is the earliest monumental representation of
a pharaoh found to date. On one side, Narmer
wears ahedjet of Upper Eg,pt, grasps anenemy
by the hair, and raises a mace to strike. On the
other side, the ruler sports a deshret from Lower
Egypt as he surveys his fallen foes. It is the first
time that an Egyptian king is depicted wearing
each crown on the same work of art.

Egyptologists see the appearance of both
crowns asevidence of Narmer,s creation of auni_
fied Egypt under his rule and as active promotion
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HE SHIELD"SIIAPED PAIETTES that the late predynastic kings
of Upper Egypt had inscribed with images are a key source for
scholars of the period, but so too are limestone maceheads.
These also bore images symbolizing the ideology of power

and elites from the earliest days of the united Egypt. While palettes
were designed to serve practical purposes, maces were weapons.
Narmer consecrated both the palette and mace that bear his name to
the Temple of Horus in Hierakonpolis (Nekhen). The city was a center
of worship of the falcon god. While the Narmer palette expresses royal
dominion and duality, the macehead represents the jubilee celebra-
tion Heb-Sed, a great renewalof power
ceremony that took place after
a pharaoh had reigned for 30
years. The rituals performed
at the Heb-Sed appear to
have been a reenactment of

t1

the unification of Egypt. The
Narmer macehead depicts
for the first time a ceremony
that will become a part of
Egyptian kingship for millennia

ilANMEN MACEHEAD, LIMESTONE,

HIIRAKONPOLIS, EGYPI CA 31OO B,C.

A5HMOLEAN MUSEUM, OXFORD
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completing the metamorphosis-two lands
into one-begun by Narmer generations be-
fore him.

It may seem counterintuitive, but the con-
cept of two lands did not disappear with this
rst dynasty or any of the others that followed.
Rather, the dual nature ofthe Egyptian kingdom
was emphasized, as duality was an important
tenet ofEgyptian culture, including the throne
itself. Later rst dynasty pharaohs would embrace
the title"Ruler ofthe Two Lands,"andfollowing
pharaohs would continue to use the title through
the ages.

Keeping the identities of the two lands dis-
tinct from each other was a way of giving the
new political order a divine sanction. Central to
ancient Egyptian belief were two opposite and
necessary forces- mo'at (order) and isfet (chaos),

the static and dynamic forces that govern the
universe. Balance was desired, and order and
chaos must coexist in order for equilibrium to
be achieved.

PowerPoses
The palette also reveals the evolution of Egp-
tian visual style. Prior to Narmer, influences
frory outside Egypt made their way into works
of art. Some seem merely decorative, like the
rosette (an Elamite motif) used to identify the
king's sandal bearer, who stands just to his left
on the front of the palette. On the reverse, two
serpopards-mythical felines with long serpen-
tine necks-form a circular compartment with
their intertwined necks; these creatures are also
found in ancient Elamite art.

Other Mesopotamian influences were
the depiction of leaders as actual beasts-
fearsome creatures like lions, bulls, hawks,
or scorpions that destroy cities and crush
enemies. Narmer is clearly shown twice on
the palette in human form, and some scholars
believe he shows up twice as a beast-king; on
the front, he may be the falcon whose human
arms perch above an enemy's head, while on
the reverse, in the lowest section ofthe chev-
ron, he may be a bull charying through city walls
and trampling a helpless foe. This beast-king
iconography largely disappears after Narmer,s
reign, although some vestiges of it remained.
Pharaohs might be shown in human form but
wearing a bull's tail (such as Den, the fourth
pharaoh to rule after Narmer).

Weapons of
a Pharaoh

of the feat. The pharaohs who followed would
build on Narmer's use of royal iconography
and change it. The crowns of the two lands
would eventually be combined into one, called
a pschent (also referred to as a sekhmety). This
double crown visuaily united the lands upon

the head that ruled them.
The falcon-headed god
Horus is often depicted
wearing a pschent; Pha-
raoh Den, who ruled
circa zgoo B.c., is cur-
rently beiieved to be the
first depicted wearing
the double clown, thus

OiI IHE ATTACIC WEARING
A BULL'S TAIL LIKE NARMER'S,

KING DEN SI\,IITES AN ENEMY
SANDAL TAG, CA 2985 B.C.

BRIIISH MUSEUM, LONDON
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The smiting tableau on the front of the
Narmer Palette stood the test of time in Egyp-
tian art. The positioning of Narmer's body-
with one upraised hand holding a mace while
the other clutches a helpless enemy-can be
found in almost every era of pharaonic Egypt.
On the walls of his temple at Abu Simbel.
Ramses II strikes down his enemies in Narmeric
fashion, while more than a thousand years iater,
PtolemyXIIis depictedonthe Temple of Horus
at Edfu in the same exact pose.

What'sinaName?
Narmer's name is written on the palette on both
sides: a combination of the symbols for a catfish
(nar) and a chisel (mer) appear at the top. Early
Egyptologists, however, were not convincedthat

THE FALCOH GOD HORUS PERCHES ABOVE THE GLYPHS FOR NARI\,,lERs

NAlvlE THE tATi rl- a,l'lR, A\D CH SEL (MfR) ltRF(,c 0N A STONE JAR,

ABYDOS tr 19l, Ea F:N\ l'lUSEU[,,1, PHII]DELPHIA

he was definitively the first pharaoh. Royal re-
cords from Narmer's era are scarce, and many of
the existing ones are incomplete. While there
are several"kings lists"that record the names of
pharaohs and their successors, intact- ones that
extend all the way back to that Early Dynastic
era are few.

Trvo of the most important were found in
tl're rgSos by researchers from the German Ar-
chaeolo-eical Institute in Cairo. They uncovered
tt o o-linder seal impressions in the tomb of
the p:araol-r Den. These seals-still the oldest
docrlnente d king lists to date-1ist rulers and
succes-icrs oi the rst dynasty. One seal dates to
the milct-r L:ithe tst dynasty andnames sixrul-
ers. Tht .. -:ti -.eal dates closer to the end of the
tst dr-:l:..--' :,:rd names eight leaders. Both lists
begin -.'.- : '..:...:tte r.

Ror';i . - ,. -- -aied millennia later, during the
Ner,v Kir:.-' - tlr, -ti:i-r created the confusion. One
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Important
Identification

measured about an inch across and featured a hole in one corner
so it could be attached to objects, such a jars of oil. lnscriptions en-
graved on them refer to the events of a sovereign's reign, which has

allowed researchers to date them and the tombs in which they were
found. Labels from eight of the 1st dynasty kings have been found, but
even older specimens have been found. ln j988 German Egyptologist
GUnter Dreyer discovered in the Abydos necropolis tomb U-j, the
resting place of a Pre-

dynastic ruler. lnside
the tomb were ivory
tags with simple
glyphs. These date
to between 3320
and 3150 a,c., mak-
ing them the oldest
known examples of
Egyptian writing.

II{UE}IruRY UBEL. TOMB

FROM REIGN OF KING DJEI,

ABYDOS, EGYPT, IST DYNASil
EGYPTIAN MUSEUM, CAIRO
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unifier of Egypt. A third-century B.c. priest in
the temple at Heliopolis, Manethq was an au-
thor of another trusted source that also lists
Menes as the first king.

Egyptologists tried to reconcile the use of
these two names. Perhaps they were two dif-
ferent people, one who unified Egypt and an-
other whoruledafterhim. Or Menes couldhave
been a composite figure, cobbled together from
the lives and deeds of other early kings. Eng-
lish Egyptologist Flinders Petrie came up with
the most widely accepted theory: Narmer and
Menes were the same person. Narmer was the
name of the first pharaoh of the rst dynasty, and
Menes was an honorific title, meaning"he who
endures."

LifeandDeath
Exact.details about Narmer's life remain difficult
to pin down.It is believed that he hailed from
Hierakonpolis. He is credited with organizing
his new unified kingdom into some 40 regions,
called nomes. He married, and his royal wife's
name was Neithhotep, after a creator goddess,

Neith. Narmer also built a temple dedicated to
the creator god Ptah at Memphis, another im-
portant ancient Egyptian city.

Details of Narmer's death are hazy; classical
historians, writing millennia after he died, at-
tributed it to being carried offby a hippopota-
mus. Some Egyptologists post that it could have
been a figure of speech and not a literal hippo,
butthe cause of deathremains anopenquestion.
Narmer chose tolocatehis tomb inthe southand
would be interred at what would become known
as the Abydos Royal Cemetery where his ances-
tors and his descendants would also be buried.

Narmer's tomb is small, comprisingtwo un-
derground chambers that follow a Predynas-
tic tradition of funerary architecture-a style
that would endwithhim. Both Narmer's widow
andhis son (Hor-Aha) wouldbeburiedin larger
tombs. The pharaohs who followed would be
buried in increasingly monumental structures-
atraditionthat reached its pinnacle inthe gran-
diose pyramids erected by the pharaohs of the
OIdKingdom.

Learn more

BOOK

The Story of Egtpt:
The Civilization Thot Changed the World
loann Fletcher Pegasus Books, 2016.

UMBTE INVENTORY tABELS are extremely valuable tools
in gleaning information about Egypt's most distant past.

Found in tombs of the elite, they were crafted f rom ivory,
ebony, bone, or ceramics. Square-shaped, they typically

of the most complete is the Abydos King List,
engraved uponthe wall of the mortuarytemple
of SetiI (r3th centuryB.c.). Engraved onthe wal|
Seti and his heir, Ramses (the future Ramses II),
face rows of cartouches bearing the names of
Egypt's past pharaohs. On this list, however, the
first king listed is Menes, not Narmer.

The Turin Papyrus is another king list from
the same era as Seti I. Rather thanbeing en-
graved in stone, it is cursive hieratic script
written on papyrus and is one of the most

accurate and complete king lists, covering
the rst through the rgth dynasties. It, too,

names the first king as N4enes and not Narmer.
Writing centuries later, classical authors, such as

the fifth-century B.C. Greek historian Herodo-
tus, wrote of Menes rather than Narmer as the

STOiIE tIOt{, HIERAKONPOLIS, EGYPT (BELIEVED TO BE WHERE

NARMER GREW UP), CA 22s0 B.C. ASHM0LEAN t\4USEUM, 0XF0RD
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